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Speed
Humping
Around
New Speed humps, lumps, and bumps, are making a campus wide thump!
Cierra Bailey, Staff Reporter
CIBAILEY@CSUMB.EDU

As students, staff, and faculty of
Cal State Monterey Bay (CSUMB)
arrived back to campus after the
winter break, an array of emotions
surfaced regarding an abundance
of speed humps. Members of the
campus community responded
with shock and confusion but, the
planning for these adjustments
actually began as soon as
Monterey County announced
that they would be opening
Inter Garrison Road to connect
with Reservation Road. With the
increase of traffic that the campus
is expected to experience, it was
decided that safety and traffic
calming measures needed to be
taken.
The
decision
was
made
amongst Campus Planning and
Development,
the
university
president and his cabinet, the
academic senate, and two town
hall meetings held for students,
staff, and faculty. Bob Rench,
the associate director of campus
planning said "Attendance was
fairly light" for the town hall
meetings but they reached out

as much as possible to obtain
feedback and prepare people for
the major change.
Some of the overarching goals
for the traffic calming measures
are to reduce speeds through
campus to twenty miles per hour,
discourage commuter traffic from
using CSUMB roads to get to other
areas, promote more sustainable
modes of transportation such as
walking, biking, and public transit,
and to create a safer environment.
Campus
Planning
and
Development advertised
that
there are 99 speed lumps and 10
speed humps which is seemingly
a large amount for a small campus,
however, Rench said "They were
placed under the recommendation
of traffic consultants as the
standard number to slow traffic
to twenty miles per hour." If the
humps were spaced further apart,
people would likely accelerate
their speed in between them.
There is potential for the amount
to be re-evaluated after patterns
and traffic counts are reviewed.
There
have
been
mixed
responses
from
those
who
regularly drive through campus
regarding the new measures and

WITH THE NEW SPEED HUMPS ADDED TO THE STREETS OF CSUMB, STUDENTS VOICE THEIR OPINIONS
ON HOW THEY FEEL ABOUT THEM

whether or not they are serving
the purpose intended. Despite
criticisms that CSUMB has received
of the new developments, safety
remains an important factor for
Megan Tolbert, the transportation
planner for Campus Planning and

Development. She said, "If there
was something that happened to
anybody and we didn't put enough
effort into trying to make it safer on
campus, I don't know if I could live
with myself."
Fourth year student and Biology

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
CIERRA BAILEY

major, James Dunn, is against the
new speed humps. He has taken
action by preparing a petition to
have the traffic calming plan re
evaluated for reduction of the
speed cushions. He is seeking a
CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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February 14 - February 27
THURS2/14

ONE BILLION RISING
MAIN QUAD

12P.M.-2P.M.
This event coincides with
The Vagina Monologues
2013,
inspired
and
encouraged by VDay

MON 2/18
ZUMBA

WED 2/20

TUES 2/19
TRIVIA TUESDAYS

YAM GROUP

OBR6P.M.- 7:15 P.M.

PERSONAL GROWTH &
COUNSELING CENTER
Dance off the pounds Please join #TriviaTom for 7 P.M.-10 P.M.
as Associated Students an evening of brain-teasing
hosts their weekly Zumba action. There will be sunset Join the Personal Growth
specials for you to enjoy, sc and Counseling Center's
classes
bring your friends!
Yoga, Art, and Meditation
(YAM) group

BBC 6 P.M. - 8:00 P.M.

TUES 2/26

WED 2/27

BBC 7P.M. -9P.M.
Support Black Students
United in raising funds
for African American HIV/
AIDS Wellness Center.

BBC 8P.M.-10P.M.
Rudy eloquently absorbs
the experiences of those
around him, synthesizes
them and converts their
stories into poetry.

THURS2/21

BLACK HISTORY
MONTH TABLING

SAT 2/16

FRI2/15

WE SHOT THE MOON LOVEPOISON
FEAT. IVES THE BAND
BBC 9 P.M.-11P.M.
FREE for CSUMB students
with Otter ID; all others
18+ with valid photo ID,
$10 cash.

BBC 9P.M.-12A.M.
Annual dance hosted
by Sigma Omega Nu
Sorority featuring DJ
HAZR.

SAT 2/23

FRI2/22

STUDENTS EXPERIENCE BASEBALL VS. SF
STATE
STUDYABROAD

LIBRARY
12 P.M.-T30 P.M.
Students
who
have
Come check out our table studied abroad will talk
at the Student Center about
culture
shock,
on Black Hystory Month the highs and lows of
studying abroad and what
events!
to expect out of going
abroad.

STUDENTCENTER
12P.M.-2P.M.

BASEBALL FIELD
11A.M.- 1P.M.
The CSUMB Baseball
team
plays
in
a
Conference
double
header against
San
Francisco State

PROTECTYOUR
RUDY FRANCISCO,
ADONIS (APHRODITE) SPOKEN WORD

FOR MORE EVENTS, VISIT THE CSUMB MASTER CALENDAR ONLINE @ WWW.CALENDAR.CSUMB.EDU

SAFETY VS. CONTROL
A Time Where Safety is Concern

Katie Shoneff, Editor-in-Chief

KSHONEFF@CSUMB.EDU

A common theme in the seventh
issue of the Otter Realm is safety.
Articles range from campus gun
safety and control to the safety of
events held on and off campus.
Even the focus on climate change
is an effort to shed light our Earth's
environmental safety.
As citizens of the United States
of America, we are granted certain
rights, one of those being the right
to live safely and comfortably in
our communities and within the
nation as a whole. But how safe is
safe? And how do we continue to
live in the "land of the free" with

so much control governing every
move we make?
For example, everyday we face
the chance of being hit by a car,
and that same car is emitting gases
that are equally unsafe. But we
cannot put ourselves in a plastic
bubble and call it a day...or a life.
Creating a plan between chance
and opportunity is where safety
can become much clearer.
Article 1, Section 1 of the
California
State
Constitution
states, "All people are by nature
free and independent and have
inalienable rights. Among these are
enjoying and defending life and
liberty, acquiring, possessing, and
protecting property, and pursuing
and obtaining safety, happiness,
and privacy." According to Metzger
Law Group, the right of safety has

GOT AN EVENT? LET US KNOW! OTTER_REALM@CSUMB.EDU
been an inalienable right of the
people of the state for more than
100 years.
As a country and a campus,
we are taking many strides to
providing a safer campus and
national community. Protocol has
been implemented in the form of
hanging signs near doors in each
classroom and workshops have
been designed to keep students
aware of these same and newer
protocols. With Sandy Hook and
various other shooting incidents,
University Police have made their
understanding of how to handle
these issues known.
Traffic
calming
measures
in the form of speed bumps/
humps have been popping up
all around campus, forcing cars
to slow down for their fellow

pedestrian campusmates. Even
event coordinators are taking
extra measures to ensure safety at
dances, performances, and shows
after a night club fire in Brazil.
Everyday we face new issues and
events surfacing in our backyard
and within the nation. Taking
note, being aware of effects, and
adapting to these changes is a
skill instilled in us as ever-evolving
human beings. We must take strides
to ensure the safety of ourselves
and press the importance of being
aware of what is happening around
you. So often we take for granted
the luxuries of medical facilities,
safe roads, and even having police
just a phone call away. Being aware
of available help is a crucial step
in understanding the difference
between safety and control.
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Pioneer of MOOCs Comes to
Campus

Stanford's Sebastian Thrun on Artificial Intelligence

Lynell Morgan, Staff Reporter
LMORGAN@CSUMB.EDU

The Director of the Stanford
Artificial Intelligence Lab will be
speaking at the President's
Speaker Series.
Feb, 27t. Sebastian
Thrun is also a
professor
at
Stanford,
a GoogIe
fellow,
and a co
founder of
Udacisty,
a website
that
delivers
a
high quality
university-level
education ata low
cost. So, why have a
professor from Stanford
speak to the Cal State University
of Monterey Bay (CSUMB) students

*Massive Open Online Courses
and faculty?
When it comes to our modern
world, Professor Thrun is
someone
to
look
forward to seeing.
His work in the
field of Artificial
Intelligence
(Al) can help
the world in
many ways.
Some
of
the things
that he has
worked
on
are
helicopter
mapping,
robotic
mine
mapping, a robotic
walker, and a robotic
segbot.
The goal of this year's

President Speaker Series to focus
"on the challenges facing higher
education in an era of increased
demand, changing demographics,
and declining state support.
Globalization and accelerating
technological change require that
our nation raise substantially the
educational level of its citizens. To
meet this objective, institutions
of higher education will need to
adopt new educational approaches
and technologies to serve more
students
without
increased
resources
while
maintaining
quality. These issues are important
for all who believe in the need
and value of higher education,"
says Anna Bartkowski, Chief of
Staff at the Office of President
Ochoa. CSUMB realizes that higher
education institutions need to use
new approaches to education. The

THE WORLD THEATER WILL BE HOSTING A SERIES OF SPEAKERS FOR THE BETTERMENT OF THE STUDENT EXPERIENCE

PHOTOS PROVIDED BY
LYNELL MORGAN

President Speaker Series brings
recognized leaders from many
different backgrounds to discuss
issues emerging in our world such
as education, innovation, and
policy.
The Speaker Series is intended
for students, faculty and staff on
the CSUMB campus to help start
discussions about the value of
higher education in society and
how it can be maximized in current
financial challenges and the
ever changing social landscape.
"The entire campus community
is invited and encouraged to
attend and participate - faculty
and students alike," says Anna
Bartkowski, "The Series provides
a forum for thoughtful and
provocative discussions that can
impact thought and action on
issues important to education and
our communities. The speakers
themselves are pioneers and
global leaders who are experts
in their fields and on the cutting

edge of education innovation. All
who attend can expect to hear
groundbreaking and inventive new
ideas about advancing education
in the modern world."
The Office of President Ochoa
says that "Dr. Thrun's presentation
and open discussion with the
campus is expected to provide
knowledge and stimulate further
exploration of the frontiers of
teaching and learning." Professor
Thurn will be presenting at the
World Theater on the CSUMB
campus on February 27th at 3:30.
After his presentation, there will be
a question-and-answer session. The
event is free, but reservations are
requested. The next speaker in the
series is Jamie Merisotis, president
and CEO of the Lumina Foundation,
who will be visiting the campus on
April 25th. For reservations, you
can go online to csumb.edu/rsvp.
All reservations are expected to be
made by February 22nd.
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UPD Addresses Campus Safety
Safety Measures Taken to Ensure a Safer Campus
Henry Munoz, Staff Reporter

have always trained and equipped son, are unaware of these proto information is being heard."
For those who might want to try a
our officers to prepare for the worst cols; even though everyone is re
The tragic events of the Sandy case scenario. We also work and quired to attend an orientation that different route, the Residential Ad
Hook Elementary School shooting train with local (surrounding) agen includes a safety and emergency visors can also be another way to
have been a grim reminder that cies to prepare for a multi-agency situation section, few could think have voices heard. "You can speak
of an organized plan. According to to your R.A., the R.A.'s are the first
an emergency situation could un response to emergencies."
In case of an active shooter, stu the (UPD) website, "Failing to plan kind of direct contact between
fold on campus at any time. There
is no time to think, making campus dents are advised to lockdown is planning to fail." The same way students and us [UPD]," said Officer
awareness and emergency pre their classroom or current loca students prepare for an exam, a Daniel Andrada. Having this type
tion. Steps of a lockdown are to paper, a game, could be applied to of system in place assures that the
paredness crucial.
students have avenues to get their
Fortunately, Cal State Monterey first call 911 (don't assume others being prepared for an emergency.
The campus police department is insight heard.
Bay (CSUMB) offers many services have already called), hide in the
Also contributing to the safety on
that are strictly for student safety. room and turn off all lights, lock or here to protect and serve, and with
These services range from the ob block the door, spread out inside the help of the students they can campus are preventative measures
that were a part of a $6.9 million
vious, like the University Police the room rather than
grant given to the California State
Department (UPD), to the more huddling up, and most
University system to help fund po
discreet such as the Otter Alert text importantly: choose to
lice and student services, and to
survive. If the shooter
message system.
assist in outreach, treatment, and
According to Chief of Poice Earl enters the classroom,
early intervention for troubled stu
Lawson, the current, official law fight back.
dents.
When asked how safe
concerning guns on campus states
One of the ways CSUMB is using
"it is a felony to possess firearms he felt on campus on
these funds is towards the new
on campus (with obvious exemp a scale of one to ten,
tions)." Lawson continued, "The law Ivan Anderson, Undeclared, Fresh do more. One thing the officers en Personal Growth and Counseling
differs because we are a State Uni man responded, "Eight." Although, courage is student opinions, con Center, which opened for the first
versity, but not because we are on when asked what he would do if he cerns, complaints, and suggestions. time this Spring Semester. Some of
"Sometimes it can be hard for the many services provided include
a former Army Fort. Possession of was to see a shooter on campus he
a loaded firearm on a K-12 campus, was not sure of any formal campus students to walk up to an officer, crisis intervention, counseling, con
State University or UC is a felony. In evacuation plan or protocol. An but that's what we are here to do," sultation, educational outreach
most jurisdictions (under state law) derson summed up his own plan Sergeant Stacie Russo said. "They programs and support groups.
The safety of a college campus is
by simply saying, "Fight back if a can approach the officer just talk to
it is a misdemeanor."
When asked if their protocol weapon is not in sight, run if they them. If we are not the right person not a job done easily or by a single
at least we can point them in the entity. While it is a never ending
was updated after the Sandy Hook have a gun."
Many students, not just Ander right direction, and they know the job, it must be done. An email from
shooting, Lawson replied, "No, we
Katie Shoneff, Editor-in-Chief

Events around the nation
serve as an unfortunate
reminder that tragedy can
occur anywhere

CHIEF OF POLICE EARL LAWSON
PHOTO PROVIDED BY
CRYSTAL LOPEZ

President Eduardo M. Ochoa de
scribes the ideal safety effort being
a collaborative effort, where stu
dents, professors, administrators,
and law enforcement work hand
in hand to ensure the safety of
one another. There is no doubt this
could be achieved at CSUMB, it just
takes a team effort.
Sandy Hook's events, in Lawson
view "serve as an unfortunate re
minder that tragedy can occur any
where."
As for the future of firearm and
gun safety/control, Lawson be
lieves, "It is a sensitive subject that
will likely continue to be debated
for years to come."

Nightclub Fire Creates Question of Safety
Are Students Safe at Campus Events?
going out, you don't think to be
concerned about things like this
happening because places that are
Ariel Barry, Staff Reporter
used to holding events like that
ARBARRY@CSUMB.EDU
should have safety measures in
place," explained Taylor Erickson,
A pyrotechnic induced fire claimed Junior, Biology.
Survivors and fire officials say
at least 233 lives in a Brazil night
club, leaving behind the question the club had only one functioning
of public safety in entertainment entrance, which also served as the
venues, including those on cam club's only exit. Of the 300 to 500
people believed to have been in
pus.
In the early morning hours of side, many were unable to get out
Sunday, Jan 27, the ceiling of the due to crowding at the entrance ac
Kiss club in Santa Maria caught on cording to reports from BBC News.
The question of public safety in
fire, reportedly from the perform
ing bands use of pyrotechnics. The all entertainment venues is now
fire quickly spread through the brought forth, including local ven
acoustic sound insulation, creating ues here at Cal State Monterey Bay
toxic fumes as it burned. According (CSUMB).
Associated Students Chief Pro
to medical officials, most deaths
were caused by asphyxiation rather gramming Officer, Jose Villaba,
than burns, Associated Press re Sophomore, Business Administra
tion, explains in hosting all public
ports.
The majority of the victims were events, safety precautions should
college students between the ages be taken to prevent public harm
and promote public safety. "I just
of 16 and 20.
"As a college student or anyone don't understand how something

like this can happen."
After learning the details of this
nightclub tragedy, Erickson shares
her reaction, saying, "It's sad that
you go out expecting to have a fun
evening with friends and because
the club you
went to wasn't
up to safety
codes, the ma
jority of the
people
there
didn't make it."
Along with
alleged safety
issues, the club's operating license
is also in question. Though in the
process of renewal, it is unclear
whether or not the business was le
gally allowed to operate, reported
Associated Press.
"It's just really sad to hear about,
because it could have been avoid
ed," said Erickson.
"We have procedures to follow on
campus," said Villaba. He explained
that when planning any event, the
Associated Students organization

shows up beforehand to ensure
everything is safe and set up prop
erly. At large events, such as the
recent Homecoming Dance and
Black and White Dance, the Univer
sity Police Department (UPD) is in
volved, working
with Associated
Students to en
sure everyone's
safety.
On campus,
there are guide
lines to be fol
lowed regard
ing special effects machinery.
The Chief Executive Officer of
the Otter Student Union, Lindsay
Williams, Senior, Integrated Stud
ies, explains, "We do not have py
rotechnics in the BBC due to safety
concerns and because of the small
size of the venue."
"Smoke machines must be re
quested ahead of time," Villaba ex
plained, that way proper procedure
can be taken and the safety of the
machine can be verified.

It's just really sad to
hear about, because
it could have been
avoided

Additionally, Villaba said campus
venues, such as the Black Box Cab
aret and University Center, have
multiple exits. With strict capacity
limits for each type of event at all
campus venues, there are enough
exits to accommodate in the case
of an emergency. "We don't want
any of our students to be harmed."
Williams added, "Moving for
ward, we will continue to ensure
our staff is trained for basic emer
gencies if they ever arise."
"Going to school events on cam
pus, I still feel safe," Erickson ex
plained. "I feel the university has
my best interest in mind and that
on campus, regulations are more
strict and enforced."
While the safety measures in
place on campus are reassuring for
students, some still voice concern
regarding nightclubs and enter
tainment venues in general, saying,
"As far as a nightclub goes, I guess
I'm not really sure about safety
now."
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Where do you see yourself?
CSUMB Students Around the World!
Summer Programs
Available!

•Argentina •Ireland •Japan
•Germany •South Africa
Fees vary. All CSUMB Students Qualify
Summer Programs Information Session:
February 27th, 12:00pm-l:30pm
For more information: international@csumb.edu

COOL cool
breezes.

CLASSES.

CAL STATE MONTEREY BAY
Extraordinary Opportunity

csumb.edu

NEWS
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THURSDAYS
6-6:30 P.M.

LIVE

Watch Otter Realm LIVE on Otter Media online at tat.csumb.edu/ottermedia or via CSUMB TV Ch.71

Tech Rent
High Tech © Low Rent

Sony HP Camcorder w/ built in projector

N
E
W

MONDAY-THURSDAY 9-4pm

SPRING 2013
PHONE: (831)532-5107
E-MAIL: Otter.TechRent@gmail.com
WEBSITE: csumb.edu/techrent

Now Located at the IT Help Desk
in the Tanimura & Antle Library
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Hashtags Take Over #CSUMB
Samantha Gonzales, Staff Reporter

SGONZALES@CSUMB.EDU

Everyday students take to their
Instagram to check out the
latest pictures posted by their
fellow Instagram followers. The
application turned out to be the
perfect platform for Cal State
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) Associated
Students (AS) to host an interactive
homecoming activity.
AS launched the 2013 #MBhunt,
challenging students to adventure
outdoors on a photo scavenger
hunt throughout Monterey county.
Participants were sent to take
photos of locations and events
such as Lovers point and at a CSU
Monterey Bay sporting event. The
#MBhunt list consists of 150 photo
opportunities fo participants to
post to Instagram.
ASB President, Duane Lindsay
noted, "The hunt lasted throughout
Homecoming week, 22 teams
participated and during that one
week with around 200 scavenger
items and hints, the teams took just
over 1500 pictures on Instagram."

Atleast one team member
had to be in each photo. When
participants uploaded their photo
to Instagram they had to include
two hastags consisting of #MBhunt
and #yourteamname.
The winner of the hunt was a tie
between #ashhunters and #1 up.
Lindsay commented on AS
goals for the Instagram activity
implemented by the homecoming
committee, "The goal of #MBhunt
was for all students participating
to have a good time, get involved
in Homecoming Week and to
honestly spread the word and spirit
of homecoming."
An official #MBhunt list and a list of
teams can be found at CSUMB.edu/
MBhunt. Students can look forward
to #MBhunt becoming an annual
activity during homecoming week
at CSUMB.
"The Homecoming committee
is hoping to make #MBhunt an
annual program, especially due to
the success of Cal State Monterey
Bay's first scavenger hunt," noted
Lindsay.

#MBHUNT

MB Instagram Hunt
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Chance to Study Abroad
Gilman Scholarship Takes Students All Over the World
Henry Munoz, Staff Reporter

HMUNOZ@CSUMB.EDU

Some students fream of the oncein-a-lifetime opportunity to study
in another country. One thing often
standing between them and that
dream is the financial means.
This past fall
2012 semester,
14
CSUMB
students were
awarded
this
national
scholarship.
The Benjamin
Gilman
A.
Scholarship
Program
is
for students who need financial
assistance. In fact, one of the
criteria they look for is students
with high financial need. There will
be over 2,300 scholarships of up
to $5,000 being awarded during
this next academic year, with the
average scholarship being $4,000.
The scholarship prides itself on
being a great chance for students
who are preparing for roles in the
21st century global economy by

offering real world experience.
Another aspect of the program
that separates it from others
is the destination choices. The
scholarship sends students to
countries such as Argentina, Russia,
China, and India.
Special support or preference
is also given
to
students
who
have
been
under
represented in
study abroad
program,
including
students
studying under
represented
fields such as the sciences and
engineering, students with diverse
ethnic backgrounds, and students
with disabilities.
The deadline for the 2013-2014
school year is quickly approaching,
and applicants must admit their
online application no later than
11:59 CST on March 5.
Students looking for further
information can visit the program's
website at: www.iie.org/GILMAN

Tech Hooks for Books
Local Bookstores Losing the Battle Against
Online Book Retailers
Lighthouse Ave, but have all gone
out of business. We had to com
pete with Borders. When Borders
Once upon a time, there were more closed down, our business started
than seven bookstores/booksellers picking up, but we still cannot com
lining Lighthouse Avenue in Mon- pete with online stores," explained
terey/Pacific Grove, CA. Today, that Ben Herod, BookBuyers employee.
number has dwindled to just three Herod also mentioned that not
"last-man-standing"
booksellers, many people are informed of the
competing not against each other, BookBuyers store because they do
but against the "1 -click order" book not have the financial means to
selling tycoon, Amazon.com.
advertise. According to the United
After bookseller Border's Group States Security and Exchange Com
(BGP) began closing their doors for mission's Annual Report submit
business in 2011, Border's competi ted by Amazon.com, the company
tor Barnes and Nobles also began spent upwards of $1.4 billion on
experiencing hardships in keeping advertising alone in 2011.
their stores open nationwide.
The economic crisis and the un
A New York Times article titled beatable prices online stores offer
"The Book Store's Last Stand," at are additional reasons why book
tributes Amazon.com for the re stores are having difficulty compet
cent decline in physical bookseller ing with online retailers.
stores.
Cal State Monterey Bay (CSUMB)
The reality is that the few book students and professors have dif
stores who managed to stay open ferent perspectives on the issue.
are continuing to struggle staying
Some students prefer buying
in business.
their books online, while others
"When Borders came to town, express their desire to escape into
there were seven book stores on a good book, sitting comfortably in
Nursal Matsu, Staff Reporter

NMATSU@CSUMB.EDU

an over-sized chair at Border's.
Benjamin Bahena, HCOM, Se
nior stated, "The publication fees
in the U.S. is fairly expensive. And
this is why bookstores cannot com
pete with online stores. If books at
bookstores were more affordable,
students would not go to Amazon,
com."
Professor Diana Garcia expressed
a different opinion. "Online shop
ping sources, such as Amazon.com
might offer better deals, but they
do not offer a social atmosphere
where like minded people are sur
rounded by curiosity and knowl
edge," Garcia explained. She added,
"Students are going to have to
figure out their own ways to be in
formed of new books and maintain
their levels of intellectual curiosi
ties. I encourage them to form their
own book clubs. This will help them
to have a voice."
Local bookstores'futures depend
on local support. Ben Herod called
for public support of all local book
stores. "I know that we cannot de
feat online stores. However, to help

Local bookstores struggle to survive.

the few last book stores survive, we
need to spend our dollars on lo
cal book stores. Spread the word,"
stated Herod.
Many CSUMB students, although
expressed the significance of sup
porting local bookstores, still ex
pressed leaning towards online
retailers such as Amazon.com and
eBooks due to convenience and
unbeatable prices they offer. Ac
cording to Barnes and Nobles case
study, over the next three years
digital textbook marketshare will
increase by 20 percent. Gavin
Battaglia, Business Administration,
sophomore, stated, "If bookstores
could move towards selling their
products online at better prices,
their business could possibly sur

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
MONTEREYCOUNTYHERALD.COM

vive." Another CSUMB student, Ma
ria Bayonito, Business Administra
tion, Sophomore stated, "Internet
and eBooks are taking over. I used
to buy my books at bookstores,
but now I prefer buying my books
at Amazon or other online stores.
They are a lot cheaper online."
Bookstores struggling to com
pete with Amazon and other on
line stores have potential to hang
around. The inevitable impact of
Internet over people leaves no
options to local bookstores but to
expand their advertisement tech
niques and lower their prices. This
might be one way for local book
store's to keep their doors open.
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Startup Weekend
Monterey Bay

Thank you to everyone who participated in the first Startup Weekend Monterey
Bay held January 25-27, 2013 at CSU Monterey Bay.
Watch out for these new startup companies that were created this weekend:
■ Wan2Learn - "First Place" Winner
■ Puzzle Perks - "Best of the Bay" Winner
■ Astropreneur-"Most Innovative" and "Crowd Favorite" Winner
■ Bubblio
■ Cockroach Crunch
■ Military Cyber Professionals Association
■ Moocher
■ Sandy Hills Farm
■ Triple Skate
■ vigor.io

Special thank you to our global and local sponsors that made
Startup Weekend Monterey Bay so successful.

Read us online at

OTTERREALM.NET
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Pinnacles National Park Established
Closest National Park to the Bay Area
Staff Reporters: Chris Ziel and Ethan Federman

email: cziel@csumb.edu, efederman@csumb.edu

On January 10th, Barack Obama signed into law Pinnacles National Park in Salinas Valley to
become the nation's 59th national park. Pinnacles National Monument was established in 1908
by U.S. President Theodore Roosevelt.

Passed by Congress in late 2012, Pinnacles National Park formerly known as Pinnacles National
Monument was signed into law on January 10.The park was not only created as a tourist visitation
area for scenic photography, but also has a purpose.

Pinnacles has been a home to many over the centuries. In fact, Native Americans have occupied
the land for over 10,000 years. According to archeologists, artifacts such as arrowheads and
bedrock mortars have been found. It also played a key role in the history of Spanish missionaries
with the building of one of 21 missions in nearby Soledad. This would lead to many Native
Americans in the area being converted.

The California condor re-establishment program has been in place since 2003. The first nest
since reintroduction was built in 2010. Pinnacles now manages a population of 32 free-flying
condors.These highly endangered species are nearly extinct with an estimated 60 total remaining,
therefore Pinnacles has used as the nesting grounds for most of the bird's population.

Interviewed students were unaware of Pinnacles new status."I've never been there even before
it was a national park," stated Golee Yang, Undecided, Junior. "I think it's cool that they are helping
the condor though!" In general, students felt they might attend Pinnacles at some point in the
PINNACLES NATIONAL PARK
near future.

Focus On the
Prize

Sustainability Event Comes to CSUMB

PHOTO PROVIDED BY FLICKR CREATIVE COMMONS

Have a Heart

Annual Scholarship Fundraiser to be Held Feb 23

Samantha Gonzales, Staff Reporter
SGONZALES@CSUMB.EDU

Henry Houston, Staff Reporter
HHOUST0N@CSUMB.EDU

If you want to save the earth, you
should first save the date of Feb. 26.
That's when Focus the Region 2013,
the sixth annual all day teach-in, is
coming to the University Center.
From 10:30 to 6 p.m. speakers will
address global climate change and
solutions on a local level. For those
eager, first 200 entrants, there will
be a free vegetarian lunch.
Beryl Levinger, professor of pub
lic administration at Monterey In
stitute of International Studies, will
address attendees about environ
mental sustainability and how it is
linked to the ability for political and
cultural sustainability. Also, Sim Van
der Ryn, part of the architects who
make up the Ecological Design Col
laboration, will talk about recon
necting people and nature through

ecological-planned
architecture.
Then, Noel Sturgeon, dean for the
Faculty of Environmental Studies,
of York University will talk of the
connection between social embed
ding in ecological systems and so
cialjustice.
Towards the end of the event,
after all speakers have spoken, at
tendants will break up into four
breakout groups: student panel,
where CSUMB students can share
to each other ideas of sustainability
within the campus community; a
group for CSUMB Alumni in which
an alum will discuss their work on
creating a sustainable Tri-County
region. In addition, GreenWaste
will discuss their work and com
pany that is 22 times carbon nega
tive. Lastly, Joint Venture Monterey
Bay will discuss the challenges that
arise with sustainability when it
crosses international boundaries.

Each year, students stress out to find ways to pay
tuition. Bonnie Brown, former Financial Aid Director felt
the need to create student scholarships available at CSU
Monterey Bay. In 1990, Brown created the "Student
Success Auction," which is now known as the Have a
Heart for Students Dinner and Auction.
Exciting news for this year includes The Have a Heart
for Students Dinner and Auction has teamed up with
California Pizza Kitchen during Februrary to begin the
Dine for Dollars fundraiser. Anyone interested in making
a contribution to Dine for Dollars can go to CPK at the
Del Monte center in Monterey on Tuesdays during the
month and 20% of your bill will be donated to the Have
a Heart for Students. In order for your donation to
count, guests must present a flyer that can be found
at http://heart.csumb.edu/. All proceeds will go
directly to student scholarships.
Have a Heart Dinner & Auction consists of a
four-course meal with a silent and live auction
from community members from Monterey and
Salinas County. Have a Heart for Students Dinner &
Auction has raised over a million dollars for students
since its conception in 1997. This year, the 15th annual
Have a Heart for Students Dinner and Auction will be
held at the University Center at CSUMB at 5p.m. on Feb
23.
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It's Never Too Late
Variety of Classes Offered for 50+ Students
Alyssa Malfatti, Staff Reporter

and harder to have time for oneself. faculty members be a part of the
Adults have to worry about getting program. Ed Clifton, PH.D., in ge
kids or grandkids places, errands, ology guided the class on Feb. 1
and their day to day activities."! am about the Evolution of Marine
Can you imagine about fifteen retired from my main job, and these Mammals of Central California.
50 and older students learning for classes keep me active in my intel He states the best part of these
Class is engaged in the evolution of Marine
pleasure? OLLI, also known as Os- lectual capacity," said Mary Conway classes are "to get a better un
Mammals Taught by Professor Ed Clifton
her Lifelong Learning Institute, pro a student of the OLLI courses. OLLI derstanding of different subjects
vides this group of older students courses give adults the opportunity rather than just learning about learn more and share more."
the opportunity to learn topics to take classes they never thought one subject for one's certain job."
The participants of these
they are interested in. Due to the they would have time to take.
Some of the other courses avail courses get involved in the events
student's decision of topics and
OLLI classes are unique because able include meditation workshop, that happen on campus. When an
speakers these courses provide a students are more engaged due to book club, and political conflict in adults signs up for one of these
self-sustaining learning environ their decision of the speakers and cinema, John Steinbeck, Edward classes they are given a student ID.
ment.
the subjects they are interested F. Rickets, and Joseph Campbell: With this they are encouraged to
These days it is getting harder in. The students are not only en interesting minds and many more. get involved by getting discounts
couraged This helps bring the campus to the and participating in activities such
California State University, Monterey Bay
to
get community and the community to as the world theater movies.
outside the campus.
These courses are not funded
Osher
Lifelong
speakers
Michele Crompton, the Direc through the CSU system or the
Learning
to
teach tor of the Osher Lifelong Learning state. They are completely selfInstitute
the cours Institute states "These courses pro supporting. Member fees such as
For the joy of learning!
es,
but vide topics students are interested paying for the course, foundation
phone: (831) 582-5500
web: olli.csumb.edu
to
have in. It provides a safe environment grants, and donations, are their
C S U M B where like minded individuals
AMALFATTI@CSUMB.EDU

OLLI

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
OLLI

source for maintaining these cours
es.
The OLLI courses are available
all through the semester with class
es all during the week. The fees
can range from 10 dollars to 210
dollars. Students are encouraged
to take classes without a having a
membership. For more information
about these courses go to the Cali
fornia State University Monterey
Bay (CSUMB) website and search
for OLLI classes.

Flip Teaching
Emily Wells, Staff Reporter
EWELLS@CSUMB.EDU

Faculty at CSUMB Convert Classrooms to
a Nontraditional Form of Teaching

Flip teaching, also known as the
inverted classroom, is a means for
students to put their brain to work
before they arrive in class by view
ing lectures organized by the pro
fessor.
This modern form of learning
is derived from Blooms Taxonomy
which presents the idea that learn
ing objectives fall into different
skill levels. The lower of these is
recalling knowledge, while the
higher skill level is applying the
knowledge. Flip learning is doing
just that. The students are learning
new material at home, from brief
organized lectures and taking that
knowledge into class to apply it to
problems and quizzes.
Some may worry that this new
form of teaching will take jobs
away from professors and also be

a more daunting task for students. is hard to come by due to varying
According to Dr. Rachel Esselstein, classroom settings, class sizes, and
a mathematician who has been im semesters, Dr. Esselstein has ob
plementing the inverted classroom served no huge difference in test
here at CSUMB since 2010, "It is still scores and believes that this new
very important
method of
that
students
teaching
The inverted
have time with
may
be
classroom is simply beneficial
the professor."
She
further
a different way of in offering
mentions that
support to
distributing the
she has noticed
those who
no
difference
struggle in
work load
in the grades
the subject
of her students.
of
math,
"The inverted classroom is sim especially calculus. This semester
ply a different way of distributing Dr. Esselstein is beginning the pro
the work load." Dr. Esselstein also cess of flipping her Calculus 1 class
believes that this form of learning over to an inverted classroom. She
improves students' ability in oral has high expectations that the stu
presentation and group work.
dents will excel.
While an exact collection of data
Flip learning gained a foothold

in education in the 1990's with a
physicist at Harvard by the name of
Eric Mazur. He started using what
he called Peer Instruction. He stat
ed, "I believe that we are just seeing
the beginning of the process and
the computer will soon become an
integral part of education. Comput
ers will not replace teachers, but
they will certainly provide them
with an important dynamic tool
for improving the quality of educa
tion."
The inverted classroom has been
used here at CSUMB for math; how
ever, its uses are likely to be helpful
in all subjects.
The following excerpt was on
blogspot.com, "I am a 7th Grade
history teacher with a passion for
technology in the classroom. I am
constantly trying to find ways to

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
FLIKR CREATIVE COMMONS

differentiate within my classroom
and connect with students on a
more personal level. I have decided
to "flip" my classroom. I expect it
to be challenging and met with
some skepticism but I am hoping
with humor and patience to see it
through."
Flipping and inverting classes
has a long road ahead of itself.
While the extent of the benefits it
brings is still being discovered, one
thing is certain, if you want to try it
out, sign up for a course on cam
pus.
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Otter Be in the Community
Shouts, chants, and
the rallying cries of
the Otter Showcase
filled the Main Quad
as students gathered
in support of their stu
dent organizations.
From sororities to fra
ternities, from anime
to animal lovers.
DELTA OMEGA RHO SORORITY

ANIMAL LOVERS CLUB

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
BRITTANY MORGAN

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
OTTER REALM STAFF

ANIME CLUB

KAPPA SIGMA FRATERNITY

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
OTTER REALM STAFF

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
ADAM NAPOLETANO

ASIAN PACIFIC ISLANDER ASSOCIATION

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
ESTELLA PORRAS

Producing Fresh Produce
opening.
Liz Lopez, Science, senior and
former president of the Garden
Club, gave small groups a tour of
Standing in the community garden the garden. Lopez showed the wide
of Cal State Monterey Bay (CSUMB) variety of herbs and vegetables
, students were seen looking down that were being grown. Although
at what seemed to be empty most of these plants were just tiny
wooden boxes full of dirt. But these buds or still just seeds in the dirt,
empty boxes will soon overflow everyone was in awe by the great
with vegetables and herbs as the dedication being shown. Each
Garden Club makes is official grand person who was part of this project
spoke with excitement
about the hopes they
have for their not-sosecret garden.
The Garden Club, or
EDEN, was started by
CSUMB students as a
way to grow organic
and sustainable foods
to better their nutrition.
It all began in the
classroom of the club
Eden Grand Opening Ceremonies faculty advisor, Rebecca
Shanae Fuentes, Staff Reporter
SFUENTES@CSUMB.EDU

Kersnar, who is a Science and
Environmental Policy instructor.
As Prof. Kersnar was explaining,
it all began when she was giving
a lecture on sustainable foods. The
students grew so passionate about
the topic that they decided to start
something on campus. Kersnar
gave her support and let students
make their dream a reality. It took a
long time to get access to the little
piece of land by the Watershed
Institute, but once acquired, the
students put in a collaborative
effort.
The garden contains four raised
beds, each six feet by four feet, that
were built using donated lumber.
Each bed is filled with soil and
has different seeds; everything
from rosemary, lavender and baby
onions to carrots, beets and many
other herbs and vegetables.
Liz Lopez explained, "Over the
summer we have had so many

vegetables growing and everything
was going extremely well, but we
had a problem with deer and other
pests eating the crops."To solve the
problem, a six-foot wood and wire
fence was built around the garden
area.
Current EDEN President, Emily
Klepper, SBS, freshman, described
some of the goals that lie ahead for
EDEN. "We hope to partner up with
groups around campus in order to
gain interest." She continued, "We
want to work closely with Sodexo
in order to create an all organic DC
plate made from the vegetables
and herbs we are growing here in
the garden." EDEN is also working
to expand their current project of
a compost area, as well as making
a tea garden. One partnership
with EDEN being shown at the
opening potluck was with the new
Art Club, Raising Eyebrows. They
made a beautiful painting for the

garden boasting colorful bumble
bees and tall flowers. In each of the
stems of the flowers, they listed
some of the other groups that have
collaborated to make this garden a
success.

PHOTOS PROVIDED BY
SHANAE FUENTES
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Black History Month
Recreating Activism:

Taking on the Torch

2013
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Recreating
150
YearsActivism
Later
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CSUMB Students Team up with the Community to Celebrate
One Man's Fiaht for Freedom and Eaualitv
Otter Realm Staff, Staff Reporter
KSHONEFFF@CSUMB.EDU

A newly proposed spelling of the
term 'history' is being currently
being debated by Black Students
United members.
"Hystory" spelled with a 'y'
instead an ’i' is for gender equality
explained Nancy Her, a Black
Student United (BSU) member.
According to the Black Hystory
Month events flyer, "Hystory is
used as an alternate spelling to
"history” because of its gender
neutrality. As supporters of the Cal
State Monterey Bay (CSUMB) vision
statement, we value all genders'
perspectives."
This year will also be the first
year in CSUMB history where clubs
outside of the BSU are helping
with preparations for upcoming
events surrounding Black History
month. Associated Students, Office

of Admissions, Otter Cross Cultural
Center and Otter Student Union
have joined together with Black
Students United to help with the
string of month-long events. This
year, the clubs collaborated on a
variety of events including a special
performance from African step
group, Step Arika.
Human
Communications
Professor
Umi
Vaughan
organized
and
performed with his group, The
African Show Boyz featuring
traditional dance, drum rhythms,
and magic the group members
learned in their home village of
Binaba in northern Ghana, West
Africa.
President Ochoa and his wife
have put their speaking skills
to good use by taking the time
to visit predominately black

churches, spreading the word
about the importance of pursuing
higher education. On Feb. 17,
President Ochoa will address the
congregation at Greater Victory
Temple in Seaside as part of the
Super Sunday educational outreach
campaign entering its seventh
year being led
by
the
CSU
African American
initiative.
This month is
a time to reflect.
8SU President, Charity Hawkins
explained, "Our history is your
history." She continued, "We are all
living with each other, coexisting
with one another trying to get
a better understanding of each
other's backgrounds." This month,
BSU has established a motto of
"Recreating Activism: Taking on
the Torch" for Black History Month
2013.

This month is a
time to reflect

HCOM PROFESSOR UMI VAUGHAN HOSTED THE AFICAN SHOW
BOYZ IN THE CSUMB MUSIC HALL ON FEBRUARY 7TH

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
CSUMB.EDU
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STEP AFRiKA!

summer 2013
at csu monterey bay
Take a summer class and get ahead!
Credit classes offered in various subjects.
Classes offered Live and Online!
unique classes such as marine mammals,
techniques and theories of animal training,
marine science illustration, field sketching
techniques and much morel
Mark your calendar.
Classes begin June 3 & July 1.

view course details, fees and
registration instructions, go to

csumb.edu/extended

California State University, Monterey Bay

E& xtended
Ed
International Programs
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Humpsand Bumps...
minimum of 2,000 signatures.
He said, "I haven't finished
researching
everything about
this, but the petition is basically a
preliminary thing to learn where
students stand on the speed bump
controversy."
According to Dunn, the plan
was not publicized properly to
students. Beyond the e-mail
notifications, town halls, and
informational
pages on the
main website conducting polls
could have provided students
with a greater opportunity to
express their views on the new
developments. Although it is
the students responsibility to

remain aware and alert to what is
happening on campus, it is also the
university's duty to find the most
effective ways to communicate
besides e-mail. Dunn said, "I
understand that the speed humps
are a good idea, I just don't think
there need to be so many of them."
He views the speed humps as
an inconvenience. Based on the
responses he has gotten on the
petition, he is confident that he has
support in his efforts.
In addition to the humps, lumps,
and bumps, there are signs on
campus with messages such as
"You are now entering the safety
zone" and "pedestrian crossing."
Radar signs are also implemented

Green Light for
Immigration
Reform
Maritza Bautista, Staff Reporter
MBAUTISTA@CSUMB.EDU

Eleven million undocumented
immigrants anxiously hold their
breath in anticipation of change
that could affect their legal status.
But after years waiting, this may be
the year to get a new immigration
reform act. That is, if the immigra
tion reform act can make its way
to the president. This recent immi
gration movement occurred after
eight bi-partisan senators (four
democrats, four republicans) creat
ed a five-page immigration reform
bill in late January.
This reform generates worries
for many who wonder how the
bill will be handled. One thing the
plan includes is to strengthen the
borders and create an effective em
ployee identification system. This
plan is for immigrants who are al
ready living in the U.S., don't have
crimes on their records, are able to
pay a fine, pay any back taxes, and
are willing to learn English.
Benito Flores, an organizer with
the United Farm Workers Labor
Union (UFW), believes all the re
quirements can be met."People are
tired to be living as a shadow," he
said, suggesting that undocument
ed immigrants are tired of living
in fear. He also believes that "such
reform should be passed [...] it's
necessary when many people here
are already established; they have

their kids in school, they have a day
job, responsibilities, and make their
home here in this country."
Flores also said that after Presi
dent Obama gave his conference in
Las Vegas about the creation of a
new immigration reform, a surge of
people have been coming into the
office. "There is plenty of enthusi
asm, and people are showing inter
est." And as a result, the UFW plans
to hold a march on March, 24,2013.
The march will be leaving from Ce
sar E. Chavez Park in Salinas and will
be four mile walk that will take off
at 1pm. The organizers hope this
march will bring awareness and
encourage more people to become
interested and join the cause. "By
coming together and being orga
nized, holding meetings, signs, and
marches we can show politicians
that we have the dream of having
have proper documentation."
Many citizens in the agricul
ture community, besides Latinos,
support this bill. That is because il
legal immigrants work most of the
agricultural fields, and it is harder
for farmers and ranchers to hire
documented immigrants. So when
most of the agriculture employees
do not pass a verification test, the
farmers don't have a product in the
market.
As stated in its mission state
ment, the UFW gives the farmwork
ers a voice. Therefore the organiza
tion strongly supports to the plan
presented by President Obama in
the Las Vegas' high school on Jan.
29, 2013.

with the intent to keep traffic
consistent.
There
are
several
jokes
circulating the internet including
a meme-photo of the school
mascot, Monty-Rey, that reads "I
have a fear of speed humps, but
I'm slowly getting over it." The
campus community is responding
with every emotion ranging from
humor, anger, frustration, and
appreciation. The campus can
better evaluate the efficacy of the
new traffic measures after East
Inter-Garrison opens and traffic
counts are conducted to determine
if commuter traffic truly does
decrease. For more information
refer to http://fmp.csumb.edu/
news/2012/nov/20/campus-trafficcalming.

Roof for Bikes

Continued from First Page

99 SPEED BUMPSAND 10 SPEED HUMPS ARE PLACED
AROUND CAMPUS

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
CIERRA BAILEY

BIKES ON CAMPUS NOW HAVE A NEW HOME

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
ESTELLA PORRAS

Otter Realm Staff, Staff Reporter
EPORRAS@CSUMB.EDU

Megan Tolbert hopes the CSUMB
campus will become a biking
Mecca. And a piece of that dream
is to have a place to safely park and
storage bikes. The Bike Bunker,
with 36 spots available opened
this week providing bike storage
at discounted rates for students,
faculty and staff.
In trying to identify what may
prevent campus community to rent
bicycles, Megan Tolbert notices
that the policies for bike rental
forbid overnight parking. What
may be the solution? Inspired by
a Portland State University model
Megan wrote a proposal, won
a grant and the support of the
university community to design
an indoor campus facility for bike
storage.

The design of the facility
included
collaboration,
and
competition among students from
several campuses. It involved ideas
and inspiration from judges from
campus and around the region,
and these partnerships help to
promote a culture of biking and
cost effective transportation.
The bunker is part of the puzzle
in the larger project of creating
"safe, health and downright fun"
transportation alternatives around
campus, as Tolbert said in her
opening speech of the facility
located at North side of the Student
Center.
Tolbert's next dream is to design
a separate bike path from campus
to East Campus Housing. And with
the support of the community she
may make it true.
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Otter Realm Live!
Otter Realm and Otter Media Collaborate
to Deliver News Broadcast Program
Cassandra Lim, Staff Reporter
CLIM@CSUMB.EDU

Department stated, "We will have
This semester heralds two exciting sufficient space to do everything
new changes for our campus we want to do."
One such example is the venture
broadcast station, Otter Media, as
they settle into their new location between the Otter Realm and
and begin a new semester of Otter Media deDartments joining
in collaboration
programs,
including
one
The show will feature to deliver to the
covering
the
segments where we community of Cal
news stories of refer mainly to the Otter State Monterey
Bay our very
the Otter Realm
Realm, but we will be own
newspaper.
going further, looking news broadcast
program,
Otter
Media
has
occupied at local news, and even tentatively called
world news
Otter Realm Live.
a
number of
Programs
on
different spaces
in the past, most recently the room Otter Media have been mostly
off the side of the Otter Express comprised of music, but two
building. The current renovation pioneering students, our own Cierra
had put the future of the station Bailey, Staff Reporter and HCOM,
in jeopardy. However, viewers and Senior, and newspaper contributor/
listeners can note with joy that liaison Frances Hickman, HCOM,
Otter Media now has a new home Junior, will be working to produce
in Building Six, the Administration a news program that will air
Building next to Yarrow Hall. Thursday nights from 6pm to 8pm.
Professor Steven Levinson of the This is the first undertaking of its
Teledramatic Arts & Technology kind on campus and and according

to Frances Hickman, "The show will
feature segments where we refer
mainly to the Otter Realm, but we
will be going further, looking at
local news, and even world news.
We hope to include guest speakers,
and hopefully, students will be
able to call in and ask or answer
questions."
Innovation is nothing new to
Otter Media. The station began
streaming live in early 1999, a
time when few others were doing
the same. The station will be
celebrating its continuing success
and grand opening of its new
location on Feb 20 with live DJs and
a ribbon cutting ceremony.The first
edition of What You Otter Know will
coincide with the release of this
semester's first issue of the Otter
Realm and will air the evening
of Feb 14. As always Otter Media
programming can be viewed at
http://tat.csumb.edu/ottermedia
online or if you are on campus or
live in East Campus on channel 71.

IMAGE PROVIDED BY
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President Promotes Community
The University House Hosts an Exhibition of Student Art
Cassandra Lim, Staff Reporter
CLIM@CSUMB.EDU

Pedestrians and motorist who make make apparent use of studio hours The pieces chosen to do this are
use of Inter-Garrison Road will have on a mild Friday morning. These currently being framed and are to
likely noticed the vibrant, colorful are some of the students of VPA be installed shortly.
mural adorning the wall along the here on campus. Eight such VPA
This exhibition affords both
road before Fifth Avenue. What students, Stacey Perry, Andrew the students selected and the
many may be unaware of, however, Wedell, Stephanie Edwards, Thecla department as a whole a great
is that the three low buildings Campbell, Megan Tupper, Jorge
adjacent to the mural house Amezcua, Devin Johnson, and
When I see art in any
the Visual and Public Arts(VPA) Lauren Finch have the distinction
Department. Given the title of this of having their artwork selected
community, I take it
area of study, it is somewhat ironic for inclusion in this exhibition.
as a sign that health,
that, aside from the mural on Inter President Ochoa and his wife
communication, and
Garrison Road, the department demonstrated a desire to support
vitality are not only
until recently has not had much the arts when they contacted the
opportunity for public visibility. In VPA Department about hosting a
present, but valued
a landmark event however, pieces temporary exhibition of student
chosen for a juried exhibition will works, a move that was met with
be displayed in the University excitement by the VPA Department. opportunity to gain publicity and
House, home of President Ochoa.
Andrew Wedell, VPA, stated, "I think exposure, as guests and educators
Inside one of the converted it's important to create art not visiting will view the artwork. It is
hangars, the languid melody of jazz only to inspire and fascinate those hoped that this exhibition is also
music mingles with the hum and who view it, but also to reflect the start of a trend for the Visual
buzz of a table saw as two artists values of the VPA department." arts to be have more representation

here on campus. Thecla Campbell,
VPA, Senior, stated, "When I see
art in any community, I take it as a
sign that health, communication,
and vitality are not only present,
but valued...When our work has
a public life, then a dialog can
begin, and hopefully prominent
places like the library will welcome
student work, so we can have that
kind of communication with a
larger audience and further our
craft." Health and communicativity
seem to be an underlying current,
whether intentional or not, among
those contacted on how they feel
more visibility and awareness of the
VPA department on campus would
benefit the University community.
When asked what the art of the
exhibition is intended to convey
to those who visit the University
House, another of the participants,

Stephanie A. Edwards, VPA, Senior,
responded, "My two pieces were
produced last year in response to
society's fear and anticipation of the
then forthcoming "apocalypse" on
Dec 21,2012...I would like my works
to encourage people to think about
how we, both as individuals and as
a society, react to the ideas that
are introduced by the media or are
communicated through modern
social networking. Some ideas can
become confused or exaggerated,
thus escalating our invented fears
and potentially hindering our
ability to decipher the truth."That is
certainly a sentiment that would be
valuable to keep in mind and has
potential to open up meaningful
communication among students.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
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Feeding
Your Needs
attheOBR
Otter Bay Restaurant Adjusts to
Suit Student Requests
Cierra Bailey, Staff Reporter
CIBAILEY@GUMB.EDU

Students'dining options have been
stifled by the closing of the Otter
Express for construction. To accom
modate the temporary change,
the Otter Bay Restaurant (OBR) has
made several adjustments. They
have added afternoon hours which
has increased their number of pa
trons. They are currently open for
lunch from 11:30 a.m. to 2p.m. and
dinner from 4p.m. to 8p.m. If the
popularity of lunch continues to
thrive, there is a possibility that the
hours could become permanent,
but "It's still up in the air," according
to Tyler McBrian, Sodexo's market
ing and sustainability manager.
Beyond the time extension, the
OBR has made significant updates
to the menu. This is not the first
time they have made this decision;
there have been slight tweaks to
the menu almost every semester
for the last several years. Items
that are not selling well are usually
taken out, this time there were also
new options established including
macaroni and cheese, milkshakes,
and the ability to "build your own"
pasta, pizza, and burgers. These
menu decisions were based main
ly on several focus groups and
surveys completed by students.
Although the OBR now allows a
greater element of choice; Michelle
Baylacq, the manager, clarified jok
ingly that this does not mean they
will allow students in the kitchen.
I had the opportunity to try an
entree from the menu. I built my
own pasta which included fettuc
cine noodles, grilled chicken, toma
toes, and pesto sauce. I also ordered
a chocolate milkshake to discover if
they lived up to their hype. I had
no complaints about the meal. Ev
erything was fresh and warm. The
milkshake was delightful; it was not
topped with whipped cream or a
cherry, but the server brought an
extra cup with the remainder of the
shake that did not fit in the original

glass. If I had to make one critique,
it would be that the server took a
THE BARTENDER WAITS FOR CUSTOMERS IN THE OBR
significantly long time to remem
ber the water I asked for, but once I
dug into my pasta I hardly took the
fork out of my mouth long enough
to take a drink anyway.
My positive experience did not
prove to be the same for other
students."The service was terrible"
said sophomore and Communica
tions major Kendahl Meno about
her visit to the OBR on a busy night
during dinner hours. "Supposedly
the chef was getting too many or
ders so they had to slow it down,"
she said. Although she enjoys the
Buffalo chicken wings and the des
sert items, she does not prefer to
eat in the OBR.
Shannon Berger, Staff Reporter
Another largely popular fandom
SBERGER@CSUMB.EDU
I went to the OBR on a very quiet
made product goes by the term
afternoon when there weren't many
fanfiction, which is usually short
Are
you
a
Whovian?
Brony?
Twipeople and the service I received
stories written by fans about char
was excellent. I was familiar with hard? For those not involved in any
acters or real people.
of
these
fan
clubs
the
words
might
past complaints regarding food
Certain fandoms go by a name
and prices at the OBR, which were make no sense. A new type of fan
club
has
been
sweeping
the inter that all can relate to, such as the
both issues considered during the
examples of Whovian, Twi-hard
menu changing process, but the net community by storm, and they
and Brony. A Whovian is a part of
call
themselves fandoms.
service was a recent concern that
Fandom is a mix of the two
reocurred amongst students.'Tve
been here a few times, and I don't words "Fanatic" plus the suffix
think they can handle big crowds "dom", and is simply a large group
or even more than ten people at a of people who share a common in
time" Sophomore and Kinesiology terest in a book, movie, television
show or music artist.
major, Lesley Sanford said.
Many could assume that their
Despite some frustrations that
is no difference between a casual
exist about the service at the Ot
ter Bay Restaurant, they have made fan and someone who considers
themselves a part of a fandom.
positive changes that have brought
more business to the establish The largest difference between
the "Doctor Who" fandom, a Brit
ment. I recommend that students the two is the amount of time dedi
ish television series, created by the
cated
to
their
selected
fandom.
and other members of the campus
Not only do these fans spend BBC, that has been out since 1963.
community develop their own con
The "Doctor Who" series has a large
clusions by visiting the OBR and a large amount of time watching
following, and when they revived
trying out the new menu items and reading the content included
the series in 2005 the first episode
in
their
fandom,
many
also
create
and meal specials; you never know
new things to share. One of the had a viewer rating of over 10.8 mil
what will tickle your taste buds.
most popular creative outlets in a lion. The Twi-hard fandom includes
fandom is fan art. This can include those who are interested in the
hand drawn art, digital artwork or "Twilight" books and movies.
Last, there is the Bronies fandom.
photo edits of the fandom topic
and are usually quite popular. Those who go by the name Brony

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
CIERRA BAILEY

Fandom Is The New
Fan Club

A Look Into The World Of Fandoms

I enjoyed the philoso
phy behind the show.
Regardless of the
subject matter it can
be appealing to all

are a fan of the fourth generation
television series "My Little Pony:
Friendship is Magic"
Martin Wilson, Semior, SBS, is
one such fan of the show and is a
part of the Brony fandom. "I en
joyed the philosophy behind the
show. Regardless of the subject
matter it can be appealing to all.
There is something for everyone
to enjoy" stated Martin, regarding
why he enjoys the show.
Not only does Martin enjoy the
show, but he also joins with his
fellow Bronies to do community
service for the website "Bronies For
Good" which focuses on humani
tarianism and the environment.
"I think what has to be said is
once people get past the fact the
show is about ponies they may find
they enjoy it" Martin began "Go
and talk to someone who likes the
show. If you think it's interesting,
check it out."
Through fandoms, many are
able to find a sense of community
and involvement. It gives people a
chance to express themselves and
be able to feel as though they fit in
when in some cases they may not
have felt so before.
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OE Closure: Where Shall We Eat?
to go hungry when the D.C. closes
for dinner?
The Otter Express is scheduled
to go through internal and exter
nal remodeling throughout this
entire semester. Reconstruction
of the windows, roof, tiles, interior
and exterior is apparent. Tarps and
fencing cover the old building and
students must walk past construc
tion workers hacking away at what
was once the only dining spot on
campus that was entirely free to
enter. Chunks of debris crumble to
the floor and students must walk
past this mess to get from class to
class, dorm room to dorm room,
and even through main campus ta
Ethan Federman, Staff Reporter
bling events. Meanwhile, even the
EFEDERMAN@CSUMB.EDU
back parking lot is affected.
What solutions has the university
brought for students to eat on the
This semester, returning students go? Now the old microwaveables
may have noticed that the Otter as well as some take home clas
Express (O.E.), our fast to-go food sics like the popular Naked juices,
building located next to the Dining Muscle Milks, Ben and Jerry's ice
Commons (DC) is under renova cream and other prepackaged food
tion. Because of this, students now Otter Express diners were familiar
live in a university without fried with (as well as a couple surprises)
chicken lettuce tomato sandwich will be available by golf cart! Two
es, build your own subs, the 151° golf carts patrol campus main
Grill, and other campus classics. But quad from 1:00pm-5:00pm. Em
does this mean students will have ployees of the O.E. will move a cart

throughout main quad and the sur
rounding buildings and sell these
popular vendibles outside. Also,
the area that was once a television
and lounge area of the Dining com
mons is now temporarily the Grabn-Go, featuring many items that
were once available at the Otter Ex
press. Hard boiled eggs, macaroni
salad, fruit cups, premade sand
wiches, microwaveable pizza and
other items, and sodas are among
the most common items.
On campus, the places for stu
dents to get food include Building
18, the Dining commons as well as
the Otter Bay Restaurant (OBR), our
campus sit down restaurant and
the only place where 21 year old
or older students and faculty can
order alcoholic beverages. This is
located in the university center.The
OBR has also completely changed
its menu again. "The new menu
features a 'build-your-own' theme"
specified retail manager, Jeff Shaf
fer. "Students can build their own
burgers, pizza, pasta, and- by pop
ular demand- milkshakes." In addi
tion, our campus offers a Peet's lo
cated in the library which offers hot
Panini sandwiches 2:00pm-5:00pm,
a Starbucks inside of the student

center, and some vending ma as the old building. "I think for the
chines located in the library, main most part, once the DC closes I
campus halls, and some classroom cook my own food at home," stated
facility hallways.
Golee Yang a junior, "I don't want to
So how do students survive with pay a block to eat there now and
the O.E. out of commission? Gener the Grab-N-Go doesn't have the
al Manager of Sudexo, controlling hot stuff I want. All of my blocks go
company of all food on campus, towards little things at Starbucks
Charles Wesley stated "Well, if you now."
know where to eat, the best way to
The newly renovated Otter Ex
beat the rush is to know WHEN to press is scheduled to be complete
come. The busiest hours are right for the start of the Fall 2013 semes
before and after class times. In ter. Some of the new features it will
stead of getting in a long Starbucks have is the "World of Wings,"a wing
line at 9:00am, try showing up at station featuring chicken wings of
9:05am or 9:10am." And when the various different flavors and sea
dinner hours are over, "Starting at soning, as well as all the classics we
8:00pm immediately after dinner, miss. It will have an expanded din
the D.C. has extended hours where ing facility with more seating and
they will sell items similar to what more windows for an open feel.
would be sold at the dining com Also we can expect to see more
mons if it was still open such as lighting and larger bathroom facili
burgers and sandwiches and even ties.
pizza."
If you have any personal com
"The Dining commons still offers ments or suggestions you would
a lot of food until midnight every like to make about the food avail
weekday," stated Roy Anderson, able on campus, one action you
a student employee there. "They can take is visiting the Residents
have less selection than they would Hall Food Commission. Meetings
have had for dinner, but there's still are Tuesdays from 5:00pm-6:00pm
plenty of food to choose from." Still in the residential life conference
other students are complaining room.
that the selection is not as great

CSUMB Football, Will It Happen?
Imagine the bright lights shin
ing on the field of players covered
in bay blue, valley green, and gold
en sand uniforms, and the sound
of fans cheering echoing through
the stadium showing pride for their
school.
There are 23 state colleges that
exist in California with only six hav
ing football programs. CSUMB is
a member of the California Colle
giate Athletic Association, a NCAA
Division II athletics conference.
The only other team with a foot
Chris Ramirez, Staff Reporter
ball program in the same confer
CRAMIREZ@CSUMB.EDU
ence is Humboldt State University
(HSU). HSU currently plays each of
their opponents twice and travels
"CSUMB Football, Still Undefeated" to Canada to play. CSUMB would
is the saying tagged on shirts sold be opponent number seven for the
in the book store. Those that in Humboldt State Jacks. Who knows,
tended for this saying to have a a possible rivalry could result.
Another important factor to con
humorous effect have also stirred
up an interesting question, why sider is the school budget. As Cali
doesn't Cal State Monterey Bay fornia's education budget wears
thin, it can often be difficult to even
(CSUMB) have a football team?

maintain enough open classes for
students.
Standard football programs have
100 players, several coaches, and at
least one trainer. Proper equipment
must also be used and uniforms
can cost nearly $500 per player due
to the advanced technology of hel
mets produced to protect athletes.
A median cost for Division II ath
letic programs that include football
falls just un
der $4 million
according to
the NCAA Di
vision II mem
bership detail
document.
Present
ed with the question of whether
CSUMB should have a football
team, Erick Hernandez, Jr. Kinesiol
ogy major said, "The only bad thing
about it would be the cost students
may have to pay for a new facility to
be built, as well as the equipment,

and travel cost. We would also risk
our'still undefeated'streak!"
As football has grown and gained
popularity over the years, it has
also created growth in other areas
like memorabilia, advertisements,
and as a basis for family and friends
to enjoy each others company.
"It would attract more people
to come to this school and create
more revenue. It would also instill
more pride
in students
for
their
school,"
said Adan
Morales,
Jr.
HCOM
major
at
CSUMB. "I'd probably be more likely
to join the 'Blue Crue' if there was a
football team."
CSUMB currently has 12 teams
with 250 student-athletes that
compete at the NCAA Division II
level.

At CSUMB we've got
the right programs
for our school

"We have 12 really good pro
grams here right now and we're
continuing to get better," said
Vince Otoupal CSUMB's Athletic Di
rector and former college lineback
er at Stanford University. "Football
is a great game, a game that is very
close to my heart, but with where
we are now at CSUMB we've got
the right programs for our school."
California State Universities like
San Francisco, Chico, and Fullerton
are among a few schools that have
had football programs but had to
shut down due to expenses.
One must also take into consid
eration that the team may also be
a losing one and people may not
be interesting in watching, but the
team could be a viable contendender.
Maybe in the foreseeable future
the university will be able to have
shirts that say, "CSUMB Football,
Still Undefeated...No pun intend
ed!"
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Forbidden City
A Hidden Beauty within the Ord
Rachel St. James, Staff Reporter
RSTJAMES@CSUMB.EDU

PHOTO PROVIDEO BY
UNKNOWN SOURCE

Bullet casings scattering the
ground,
concrete
wall
after
concrete wall coming together
making these enormous, yet
beautiful buildings. Hikers speak of
it; runners have passed on stories
about it, and countless amounts
of people have tried to pin down
its location. It is a well-fortified
place having countless obstacles
protecting it such as trees, brush,

and mountains keeping this Edna
safe and reaming hidden from the
world. Raymond Garcia, a senior
on the men's cross country team
for CSUMB says, "There is so much
hidden beauty the Ord has to offer,
and the Forbidden City is just one
of them. It is cool to think that not
too long ago veterans used this
place [Fort Ord] for basic training,
and that I get to see the buildings
from the past."
The forbidden city happens

to be surrounded by countless
amounts of No-Trespassing signs
warning any whom wish to enter.
This hot spot seemed to be used
for combat and simulation training
by the account of the mass amount
of empty bullet casing within and
on the outskirts of the city. The
buildings have all been described
as unique in the way of their
internal and external design. You
may enter a building that will drop
you about two feet down making

you crouch your way for about a
good 10 feet; then make you scale
your way up a wall to get out. There
are hooks all atop of the five stories
buildings suggesting that one can
simple attach a rope and climb
down. All of the buildings have
stairs, huge concrete stairs that
seems to give room for someone to
either see or be seen behind them.
There are pockets of darkness as
you walk either up or down these
stairs giving you a true feeling of

fear. There are so many places out
in the Ord to be explored, but one
must do so safely.
The Ord, having been deemed
a national park as of 2012, has
undergone new regulations. Trails
have been shut down, and mine
sweeps have become more and
more frequent which can be left up
to the reader to determine whether
that is a good or bad thing. There
are wonders to be found in the Ord,
it's just up to us to find them.

Unplanned Pregnancies
CSUMB Brings Awareness to Protective Means of Sex to College Students
Chris Ziel, Staff Reporter
RZIEL@CSUMB.EDU

Recently while visiting my adviser I
notice a basket of condoms at the
front desk. This was something
I have never seen at her office
before. I was told that she recently
had a high number of students
come to her office with unplanned
pregnancies. At first I was shocked
that, and I wondered how could

this happen to so many of our
students when they have so many
resources available to them. Then I
began to remember my last sexual
education class before college was
my freshman year of high school
and if this is true for most students
then we are really not prepared to
deal with a unplanned pregnancies.
According to a recent study by
the center for disease control, 80%
of college students have reported
to have sexual intercourse. Even
though most students are using
protection women in college are
in the most fertile period of there
life. This results in about 2 percent
of them becoming pregnant. This
may not sound like much. But
when you break it down there are
around 5000 students at CSUMB,
with 80 percent engaging in
sexual intercourse and 2% of them
becoming pregnant that works out

to be about 110 students.
Currently MPUSD offers sexual
education programs that are based
on abstinence this is unrealistic.
Not only does this way of thinking
puts our high school students at
a disadvantage but it also makes
our students at CSUMB and
universities and colleges nation
wide unprepared to practice safe
sexual practices. According to
a MPUSD guidance counselor
that I interviewed she also feels
more can be done to educate
our students about safe sexual
practices. She stated" this problem
faces high school nationwide,
the district is urged by parents to
teach abstinence but it is just not
realistic and it results in high school
students in being unprepared". She
feels that this also puts high school
students at a real disadvantage
when they reach college because

they simply are not aware
about pregnancy and sexually
transmitted diseases. When asked if
sexual education be taught all four
years of high school she replied
stating " it should be taught all four
years of high school and should
teach more about pregnancy
prevention not abstinence".
Currently CSUMB does promote
safe sexual practice by offering
condoms at discount prices, but
is this really enough? Even with
these options out there students
in their college years are still faced
with
unplanned
pregnancies
which could really effect their
performance in school and could
even result in students being
forced to leave school in order to
work full time.
Students need to be more
informed
about
safe
sexual

practices, this includes anatomy,
pregnancy,
and
sexually
transmitted diseases. While CSUMB
does offer a human sexuality class
currently it is not a requirement. I
and the individuals I interviewed
feel that this would be a step in the
right direction in helping prevent
unplanned pregnancies. Students
need a program that educates
them on all practices on sexual
health for men and woman not just

about abstinence.
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Bass Team Successful at Lake Oroville
Team Heads to Clearlake, CA for Invitational

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
FLW PHOTOGRAPHER GARY MORTENSEN

CSUMB BASS TEAM AMONGST OTHER PARTICIPATING COLLEGE BASS TEAMS

Gregory Will, Staff Reporter

ENVS Major) the team has grown
steadily and now contains three
two man teams.
Looking for something to do
On Jan. 19 FLW Outdoors, the
with all of that spare time? You premier host for collegiate fishing
could always pick up some of the events, put on a tournament at
Monterey Bay's more popular Lake Oroville, CA. Fifty different
activities such as surfing, sailing, or two man teams participated in this
kayaking. However, if you happen event, three of which are from CSU
to like traveling, large amounts of Monterey Bay.
prize money, and a good day on
FLW Outdoors is constructed
the water, the CSUMB Bass team of five different divisions across
may be the better choice.
the country. Throughout the year
The bass team is not as well college teams in each division have
known as some others, but since it's three chances at different lakes to
founding in 2010 has had a good place in the top 15 out of 50 duo's.
amount of success. Founded by These tournaments offer more
Matthew Diaz (Junior, Kinesiology than just bragging rights, they also
Major) and David Hamblin (Senior, reward the top five spots with prize
GWILL@CSUMB.EDU

money, a concept Diaz is familiar
with. When asked about his career
winnings he nonchalantly stated;
"David and I have finished in third
place three different times. On Lake
Roosevelt we won $4000, Clear
Lake we won $4000, and Havasu
was $2000."
For those who are unaware of
how competitive fishing works,
the concept is fairly simple. The
teams have a certain amount of
time to fish the lake and at the end
of the allotted time whoever has
the most weight in fish wins. This
tournament had a maximum of five
fish.
For the Oroville tournament,
CSUMB's bass fishing team sent

three duo's on the lake; Andrew
Sjostrom(Sophomore, Kinesiology)
&
Joshua
Smith(Sophomore,
Marine
Science),
Sebastian
Resendiz(Senior,
Psychology)
& Matthew Diaz, and Arik
Anastasiou(Junior, Business) &
Victoria Johnson(Senior, Business).
With hopes of qualifying for
the western division Clear Lake
Invitational the teams took the lake
for the first time of the 2013 season.
After the long day of fishing
the CSUMB teams weighed out
their catch. Sjostrom and Smith
weighed in at 7 pounds 9 oz, the
most in their FLW career as a team.
This placed them in the 9th spot,
qualifying them for the invitational

in the very first event of the year.
Resendiz and Diaz followed close
behind with a weight of 7 pounds
5 oz, putting them in the 13th
spot which will send them to the
invitational as well.
The CSUMB Bass team is always
looking for new members. "We are
a close group of friends, we hang
out and fish in our spare time. We
want to let people know were here,"
stated Andrew Sjostrom.
For those interested in more
information on the team email
Andrew Sjostrom at Asjorstrom@
csumb.edu or Matthew Diaz at
Madiaz@csumb.edu.

Women's Rugby Kicking Off

A Closer Look at CSUMB Women's Rugby Team

GREG WILL, Staff Reporter
gwill@csumb.edu

Rugby, listed as number 4 on
Bleacher Report's "Toughest Sports
in the World" is played around the
globe by not only men, but women
too. One of these spots is right here
on our campus.
CSUMB's women's rugby team
is still in development this season.
Because the team only has 10 girls
(at least 15 is needed for a team)
they were unable to register for
the division, however, they are
registered under USA rugby. This
allows them access to referees,

scrimmages, and other benefits.
The ladies understand the
challenge behind recruiting due to
rugby's "savage" stereotype. Being
hit with no pads isn't everybody's
idea of fun, and they understand
that. Sujeiry Guzman, Sophomore,
Biology, has been with the team
from its start. She says she wants
people to know it's a rough game,
but the point is not to hurt anyone;
"Rugby is a lot about trusting
your teammates. It's a beautiful
yet savage game. It's not 'Oh let's
just hit people for the fun of it.' It's
civilized. It's not your typical sport."
Although they do not yet have
a full team the girls are still getting
in playing time due to a partnership
with Fresno state's team, which has

recently found themselves in the
same situation due to injuries. "We
can thank Fresno for the invitation;
it has helped our girls a lot. But we
are getting bigger and more
experienced. It would be
awesome if we could have
our own solid team," stated
Guzman. Together Fresno
and Monterey have played
two games together. On Dec.
2 they soundly beat UCSC,
but recently fell to Humboldt
State 40-17.
Guzman wants potential
interests to understand that most
of the players on the team are
new. Women's rugby programs
are sparse in high school, which
means most players have only a

year or two of experience. All it
takes is a little athleticism and the
rest comes in time. "The hardest

life, and starting school without
being a team was hard. Rugby
clicked for me; I've played soccer
and football so I might as well do
something with both of
them incorporated."
Most don't know, but
Monterey used to be a
hot spot for rugby not
only in California, but the
country. The women's team
is happy to be a part of the
movement resurrecting the
sport. If interested in more
information contact Sujeiry
Guzman at SGuzman@csumb.edu.
Also, practices are held Wednesday
and Friday at 3:30 pm on the North
Quad Field.

Rugby is a lot about trusting
your teammates. It's a beau
tiful yet savage game. It's not
'Oh let's just hit people for
the fun of it.'It's civilized. It's
not your typical sport
part about picking up rugby is
trusting your fellow teammates.
It takes time to build it, but once
you have it everything works out
great... I've been athletic my whole
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A Day-in-the-Life: Student-Athlete
Junior Women's Basketball Player Talks Athletics, Academics, and
Injury-Recovery
Alyssa Malfatti, Staff Reporter
MMALFATT1@CSUMB.EDU

Tall, blonde and beautiful; Jenna
Bandy carries herself with positivity,
dedication and an athletic swagger.
In sweats and a long day behind
her, Bandy talks about her struggle
of balancing school, basketball,
and coming into her own.
Jenna came to Monterey Bay
with a Basketball scholarship. Here,
she is expecting to get her degree
in HCOM with a concentration in
media studies. Throughout her
two years here Jenna has to try to
balance living up to her potential
on the basketball court, while
exceeding in the classroom. It is a
work in progress every day.
Jenna's
freshman
year
at
Monterey Bay proved difficult due
to the fast pace of school and the
change of tempo of basketball, and
she soon realized there was a lot of
balancing involved.
Bandy soon realized traveling for
games on the weekends only made

her academic life harder, whether
it was coordinating meeting times
with groups or some not-sounderstanding teachers. However,
even though Jenna had to juggle
both her athletic and academic
obligations, her teachers, team,
and coaches provided a great
support system. "Freshman year
I thought; yes, I get to miss class
but sophomore and junior year I
thought, oh no I have to miss class.
My mentality totally changed."
Jenna knows without doing well
in school, there is no basketball,
which pushed her even more.
Preseason is the busiest with an
hour weight session before a three
hour practice then bouncing from
class to class. "The biggest problem
of the day was when was I going to
have time to eat?" after being light
headed and dizzy at practice, Jenna
realized she had one more thing to
balance; her health.
Jenna takes extra time outside of
practice to work on her jump shot
while working late in the library.
However, there are those days

where she has down time. During them being on Sunday. This makes
this rare time she spends it tanning, it possible for each athlete to
watching movies, or getting designate time to get their studies
together with the team. "The goal done.
for days I have off are to stay off my
Many students find it crucial to
feet."
have a job while being in school;
The basketball program expects add being an athlete and things
their players to be successful in can get sticky. For Jenna, she knows
their classes just as much as they it is not possible for her to have a
do at practice or games. In order to job and be proficient in all aspects
keep this expectation, the players of her life. She would rather have
have a week to two week progress that time to decompress and get
reports their teachers sign, and organized. Even though having
later turn into the coaches. Once a job would benefit self-learning
these reports are turned in, each Jenna feels, "school is a time to go
athlete would has a meeting with to school and play ball...basketball
the coaches to make sure they is my job."
were on track. These are extremely
Currently Jenna Bandy has made
important not only for the huge strides with academics and
individual player but for the team sports; Last semester she earned
as well. It is important to the sports the distinction of being on the
program to have a team where dean's list. This year, pre-season
their players are proficient in both was the hardest for Bandy due to
aspects.
her second ACL injury. Two years
Along with progress reports, under her belt, Jenna feels she was
freshman and rookies on the team a huge contributor to the team.
has to attend mandatory study hall Now with her injury she feels she
hours. Each player has to complete has to regain all she worked for.
eighteen hours a week with two of The hardest adjustment she has to

JENNA BANDY

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
JENNA BANDY

make is from being able to play to
not physically being able to. The
feeling of involvement with the
team takes more effort now than
it did before. However, she has
faith in her recovery and believes
this injury happened for a reason.
"A positive attitude is the best
medicine I can take. I'm hoping to
be back in December 2013." Jenna
supports her team no matter what
her physical state, and will be
rooting them on from the sideline
with six more games left in their
regular season.

Otter
Stats
And
Standings
A Look at How CSUMB A thletes and Teams Are Fairing in Competition
Men's Basketball
Each weekThe Otter Realm will
feature a statistical look at how
individual players are standing
out on teams and how the teams
stand overall. This week consists
only of the Men's and Women's
Basketball teams as they are well
into their seasons. Other sports
to be featured in future editions
includes Baseball, Softball and
Women's Water Polo.

Women's Basketball

Player stats below are for top five players on the team by minutes played.

Player stats below are for top five players on the team by minutes played.

Player

PPG

FG%

Ast/G

Rebounds

Player

PPG

FG%

Ast/G

Rebounds

Alex Fertig

14.3

.451

1.7

86, 3.7rpg

Brittani Jefferson

10.4

.497

0.4

134, 7.1 rpg

Brandon Ward

12.3

.429

2.1

70, 3.0rpg

StefanieCorgel

8.3

.327

2.2

52, 2.7 rpg

Kevin Loustale

8.7

.585

0.7

134, 5.8rpg

Nikki Beckman

6.5

.341

2.8

56, 2.9 rpg

Derrick Anderson

6.3

.371

1.0

108, 4.9rpg

Jessica Fontenette

5.9

.431

2.6

68, 3.6 rpg

Kris Gallop

5.8

.529

0.5

146, 6.3rpg

Holly Holcomb

7.9

.423

1.1

106, 5.6 rpg

CCAA Standings
Cal Poly Pomona
San Francisco State
Cal State L.A.
Chico State
Cal State Dominguez Hills
Cal State Dominguez Hills

15-1
11-5
9-7
8-8
8-8
8-8

UC San Diego
Sonoma State
Humboldt State
Cal State Monterey Bay
Cal State East Bay
Cal State Stanislaus

CCAA Standings
8-8
7-9
5-11
4-12
4-12
4-12

Chico State
UC San Diego
Cal State Monterey Bay
Cal State L.A.
Cal Poly Pomona
Cal State East Bay

14-2
13-3
12-4
9-7
9-7
9-7

San Francisco State
Cal State San Bernardino
Cal State Dominguez Hills
Humboldt State
Sonoma State
Cal State Stanisalus

7-9
7-9
6-10
5-11
4-12
1-15
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sexual healing
Valentine's Day
Ideas for the Taken and Single

TAKEN

SINGLE

Shannon Berger, Staff Reporter

Katie Shoneff, Staff Reporter

S8ERGER@CSUMB.EDU

KSHONEFF@CSUMB.EDU

The smells of roses, chocolates and
perfume fill the air. It's that time of
year again: Valentine's Day. Once
just a holiday to celebrate Saint
Valentine, the holiday has now
evolved into a billion dollar event
bringing joy or misery to those who
celebrate.
It is estimated by the Huffington
Post that Americans spent over $ 17
billion on Valentine's Day in 2012.
This year, it is expected that Ameri
cans will add another $1 billion to
that total, estimating over $18 bil
lion spent on the holiday this sea
son.
When all the elements of a roman
tic Valentine's Day are put together
the costs can easily empty your
wallet. Do not fear. There are many
ways to save some money and still
celebrate the holiday.
Skip the restaurant and stay in.
A crowded room filled with loud
people can ruin the mood, but a ro
mantic candlelight dinner for two
in your own private dining room
can turn that around. Create a luxu
rious meal and serve it on your best
dish wear to really impress your
date.
Another idea? Instead of receiv
ing flowers on the actual holiday,
have them delivered towards the
beginning of February. Not only
will these colorful buds be cheaper,
but they will leave your significant
other's home with a romantic feel
all month long.
Although it may be tempting to
take your date out to an expen
sive show or destination, there are
some cheaper alternatives that will
still create romance. A lovely day at
the beach is a perfect destination
for Valentine's Day. Enjoy a sooth
ing walk along the water and cud
dle together while watching the
sunset. Another option can be an
afternoon picnic at the park.
One of the quickest ways to
a person's heart is through their
stomach. Bake their favorite des
sert or create the classic chocolate
covered strawberries that is sure to
please. Homemade cards are also a
big hit. Write a personalized mes
sage within and send it away.

Do you smell that? The smell of ros
es, chocolates, perfume, and com
plete despair? Yeah, me neither.
This is a response to the "Taken"
side of Valentine's Day, from some
one who just recently gained the
"official opportunity" to celebrate
Valentine's Day in all it's Hallmarkinduced glory. And I thought, why
do I have to celebrate my "better
half" when I am one whole piece of
pure amazing?
This got me thinking. No, not
about anti-valentines or the soft
melodies of R. Kelly accompanying
the war zone many make of their
heart shaped chocolate boxes, no.
This was much more than that.
****With an estimated over $17
billion alone spent on Valentine's
Day in 2012,1 can bet someone in
that $17 billion dollar consumer
group took the opportunity to, get
ready for it, TREAT THEMSELVES.
****

Who says you have to have a
boyfriend, girlfriend, or significant
other to celebrate a holiday that
features some of the finest things
in life, like chocolate.
So I have a few suggestions. Buy
flowers for yourself. Send them
to your classroom, workplace, or
home. When people ask who they
are from? Just tell them, "Someone
amazing." Because you are damn
amazing.
You know how many foods
are shaped like hearts? THE BEST
KINDS. (Superbad adaptation) Or
der yourself a heart-shaped pizza,
make a heart shaped cheeseburg
er, or bake some heart-shaped
cookies, because, as "Taken" said,
the best way to the heart is through
the stomach. Eat until you can't
love yourself any more.
Great love philosopher Beyonce
Knowles once said, "If you like it,
then you should've put a ring on it."
Learning to love yourself before an
other person is crucial. Don't bank
on your better half to make you
feel special with gems or XBOXs,
treat YOURSELF to something cool
or pretty, because in the end, you
know its ALL ABOUT YOU.
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#MBhunt Sends Students all over Monterey

SUBMISSIONS

Ever wanted to have something published in a
newspaper?
Now is your chance!
The Otter Realm is now looking for creative works of poetry, short stories, letters
to the editor, and reviews. Send your submissions to submissions@otterrealm.net.
Our print limit is 500 words, but we will publish the rest at www.otterrealm.net
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OTTERS ON CAMPUS

T ID E S

What is the most important
safety issue on campus?
"The biggest issue is
the lack of a dedicat
ed bike lane between
East Campus and
Main Campus."
Mike Hardt
Senior, Kinesiology

"Speeding cars!"
Chris Baron
Freshman, Music

"I don't have any safety issue
complaints about our cam
pus. I think we are pretty well
protected, especially with
the University Police always
nearby. I think our biggest
threat would be the mafia of
raccoons."
Natasha Daly
Junior, SBS/Archaeology

"The most important safety
issue on our campus is not
having the trolly run later
hours for those that get out
of class late in the day."
Brandy Russell
Junior, Psychology
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"I don't feel like there really
are any safety issues on
campus. I feel pretty safe
here."
Victoria Montoya
Freshman, Biology

"The biggest problem with
safety is the parking lot
near the library: the way
parking spaces are set up,
blind corners for cars racing
through, and searching for
spots."
Sarah Siminski
Freshman, HCOM

"Lighting. The campus is
very dark in some areas."
Iczayana Padilla
Freshman, Kinesiology

